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BI COMD (the commodity dashboard)
Note ‐ Click on graphics to get to the Bloomberg termina

Something Needs to Go Really Wrong for
Bitcoin to Not Appreciate
Performance: Bloomberg Galaxy Cypto Index (BGCI)
May +0.2%, 2020 to June 2 +39%, One-year -23%
Bitcoin May +6.7%, 2020 +33%, One-year +11%

Bitcoin Breaking Away From Crypto Gaggle. The Bitcoin
foundation for price appreciation is firming on a stand-alone
basis and vs. the broader crypto market. Relative to the
Bloomberg Galaxy Crypto Index (BGCI), the first-born is
above the 2017 peak. Our graphic depicts the ratio of Bitcoin
vs. the BGCI at about 25 vs. the high three years ago (23) and
marking time for most of the past year.

(Bloomberg Intelligence) -- This year is about increasingly
favorable technical and fundamental underpinnings for
Bitcoin, and less so for the broader crypto market, in our
view. Bitcoin ended 2019 at about $7,000, near the bottom
of its range, favoring a shift toward the peak. Last year, the
high was about $14,000, which would translate into almost
double in 2020 if rotating within the recent band, and mean
little in the big picture. The same forces buoying gold
support Bitcoin, yet the supply of the crypto is more
constrained. Adoption, by default, is the primary Bitcoin
metric, and our indicators remain positive.

The benchmark crypto appears to be crossing above
$10,000 resistance. Indicating its relative appreciation vs. the
crypto market, the last time this threshold was breached in
June 2019, the Bitcoin-to-BGCI ratio was about one-third less.
A continuation of advancing Bitcoin should pull the market
along, particularly with unparalleled central-bank easing.
History Indicates Bitcoin Toward $20,000 in 2020. Bitcoin
is mirroring the 2016 return to its previous peak. That was the
last time supply was halved, and the third year after a
significant peak. Our graphic depicts Bitcoin marking time
for a third year following the parabolic 2017 rally. After 2014's
60% decline, by the end of 2016 the crypto about matched
the 2013 peak. Fast forward four years and the second year
after the almost 75% decline in 2018, Bitcoin will approach
the record high of about $20,000 this year, in our view, if it
follows 2016's trend.

The March swoon was a key test, which Bitcoin easily passed.
At about the same level as the Nasdaq since 2017, Bitcoin at
about $10,000 is gaining the advantage, with the lowest
relative volatility ever.

A Consolidating Bitcoin Bull
Bitcoin Upper Hand vs. Crypto Market Like Gold vs.
Commodities. In the unlikely event of a significant change
for the worst, we expect the Bitcoin price to continue
appreciating. This unprecedented year of central-bank
easing is accelerating the maturation of the first-born crypto
toward a digital version of gold, while accentuating
oversupply constraints in most of the market.

Bitcoin Gaining Upward Companionship With Gold

Bitcoin Breaching $10,000 Takes the Market Gold

Maturation, greater depth and plenty more exposure via
futures should continue to suppress the first-born crypto's
volatility, clearly keeping it tilted toward price appreciation.
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Gold to Top Carter-Era High vs. Commodities. There is
little to stop gold from extending its peak vs. broad
commodities from 40 years ago, in our view. Trends in the
advancing metal and declining commodity prices appear
entrenched, with added momentum from the coronavirus.
Our graphic depicts the sharp spike in the ratio of gold vs.
the BCOM Spot Index that topped in 1980 as the Consumer
Price Index (CPI) reached almost 15%. About 0.3% now and
headed down, the potential light at the end of the tunnel
appears far off for declining CPI, the Fed funds rate and
advancing gold vs. commodities.

Bitcoin is in a similar consolidation between $9,000-$10,000.
We view the benchmark crypto as a resting bull that likely
needs something to change significantly in its 10-or-so-year
history to not just resume doing what it was doing:
appreciating. If the stock market rolls over, gold and Bitcoin
should gain buoyancy.
Digital Gold Gaining Buoyancy From the Metal. Increasing
companionship with gold is a Bitcoin-price tailwind, in our
view. At the highest-for-longest 52-week correlation and beta
ever vs. the metal, the first-born crypto should continue to
advance for reasons similar to gold, fueled by
unprecedented global central-bank easing. Our graphic
shows the Bitcoin-to-gold beta near 2x and the metal
advancing toward an eight-year high. Increasingly becoming
a digital version of gold, the benchmark crypto may
consolidate its 2017 gains for an extended period. Yet unless
gold declines, Bitcoin is likely to advance toward its peak.

Stronger Footings Than 1980 - Gold vs. BCOM

Eight-Year Highs in Gold Is Bitcoin Tailwind

It took about 27 years for gold to overtake its 1980 peak as
disinflation prevailed. Deflation is the signal now from broad
commodities, and increasing evidence of diminishing stockmarket returns from Federal Reserve easing supports gold
pushing toward a sustained higher plateau.
Base-Building Supports $1,700 Gold and $9,000 Bitcoin.
Among the few assets up in this tumultuous year, gold and
Bitcoin are building foundations for further price
appreciation, in our view. The metal and the crypto remain
our top candidates to advance in 2020, with added rally fuel
from Covid-19. Our graphic depicts gold consolidating
above what had been key resistance of $1,700 an ounce
before the March swoon. Every day that passes above this
level builds a firmer base for the metal to make the next
move in its stair-step rally.

Gold Bull Market Appears in Early Days. Rallying gold is
looking ahead to potential opposite extremes in the
monetary-policy restraint that squashed inflation almost 40
years ago, in our view. The graphic on the next page depicts
entrenched trends in declining interest rates and consumer
prices that may not reverse until the Fed funds rate is
lowered to a discount that matches its premium in 1980-81.
That extreme tightening cycle proved inflation can be readily
controlled by the Fed, which should embolden much lower
and negative rates to shift the receding tide.

Resting Bull-Market Partners: Gold & Bitcoin

U.S. futures beginning to price for negative rates are
catching up to much of the rest of the world, and advancing
gold prices stand to be a primary high-probability outcome.
A key difference from 40 years ago is the U.S. debt-to-GDP
ratio was about 30% then, vs. rapidly increasing above 110%plus now.
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when its price rises, and the relationship is normally inverse
for equities.

End the Trend - Fed Funds Discount May Be Required

Crude Oil Making Bitcoin Look Mature Like Gold. The
lowest-ever Bitcoin volatility vs. crude oil indicates the crypto
joining the mainstream and progressing toward the digital
equivalent of gold, in our view. Representing a nascent
technology designed to increase in fiat currency terms vs. the
primary commodity that is deflationary and heading toward
redundancy, the Bitcoin price is set to stay the upward
course vs. crude oil. Our graphic depicts the ratio of the
crypto vs. West Texas Intermediate at about the same level
as the 2017 peak.
Bitcoin Set to Continue Appreciating vs. Crude Oil

Bitcoin Gaining the Upper Hand
Maturing Bitcoin Gaining Upper Hand; Nasdaq, Crude Oil
as Guides. The coronavirus is accelerating Bitcoin's maturity
vs. the stock market and crude oil, supporting price
appreciation for the crypto, in our view. Amid historic
declines in equities and the world's most significant
commodity, the first-born crypto's probe lower was promptly
rejected, indicating a firming price foundation.
Bitcoin Volatility Is Lowest Ever vs. Nasdaq

A key difference -- the 260-day volatility measure of Bitcoin is
about 0.6x that of WTI. It was near 3.5x at the peak price
ratio about three years ago. Record crude-oil volatility
elevates its mean-reversion potential pull lower, but the fact
that the newcomer is less risky than the old guard shines
favorably on Bitcoin.
Strong Gold vs. Weak Crude-Oil Sustainability. The recent
record price for gold vs. crude oil in futures trading has a
solid foundation, in our view, with deflationary implications.
The barrel-to-gold ratio of about 73 on May 8 far exceeds the
17 norm since crude futures were introduced in 1983. Gold is
resuming a bull market, with little to stop it in an environment
of unprecedented monetary stimulus. The quasi-currency
remains well below its peak of about $1,900. On the other
hand, crude has been mired in a bear market for over a
decade and has simply returned to its most comfortable
price zone (about $20 a barrel).

Bitcoin Gaining Upper Hand vs. Nasdaq. One way to look
at Bitcoin is against the stock market. Bitcoin's March swoon
provided a good base for higher prices, in our view. Back
above 1-to-1 at the start of June, the ratio of the Bitcoin price
vs. the Nasdaq bottomed just below 0.70 in March. At about
$10,000 on June 2, the crypto is almost the same as the
index level and has been since 2017, but Bitcoin is gaining
the upper hand, based on historical volatility readings. The
crypto's 260-day volatility measure is the lowest ever vs. the
stock gauge.

WTI is keeping company with natural gas and government
bond yields and is unlikely to sustain above the 2008 and
2016 lows of about $30, yet we see the gold bull as just
hitting its stride.

Our graphic depicts Bitcoin volatility is about 2x the Nasdaq.
It was closer to 7x when the crypto price and index first
crossed paths in 2017. Bitcoin volatility typically increases
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GBTC Premium Narrowing as Bitcoin Matures.The steadily
declining premium in GBTC despite strong inflows indicates
supply being taken off the market, and maturation. On a 30day average basis, the Trust's 20% premium over its
underlying net asset value compares with the historical mean
of 39%. Bitcoin's March swoon coincided with the premium
touching near zero and subsequent recovery, which is similar
to when the crypto bottomed in 2018.

Fed Stimulus & Little Inflation Risk - Gold/Crude

Akin to 2018 Trough, GBTC Premium Neared Zero

On-Exchange Absorbing Supply
Bitcoin On-Exchange Absorbing About 25% of Annual
Supply. Despite the lack of a U.S. exchange traded fund,
Bitcoin on-exchange instruments indicate greater buy-andhold interest, supporting prices. The Grayscale Bitcoin Trust
(GBTC), the largest, is taking an increasing amount of supply
off the market, yet its premium continues to decline.

The GBTC premium has declined from the 2017 peak near
85%, when the Trust accounted for 1% of supply. We expect
the premium to continue to decline, notably as more ETFs
come on board, likely to coincide with increasing buy-andhold investor demand and higher prices.

Grayscale Trust Absorbing Bitcoin Supply. Exchangetraded instruments, led by GBTC, are absorbing a significant
portion of supply, indicating dip buyers and higher prices. As
measured by assets under management (AUM), the Trust is
by far the largest crypto-asset exchange-traded instrument.
So far this year, its increasing AUM has consumed about 25%
of new Bitcoin-mined coins vs. less than 10% in 2019. Our
graphic depicts the rapidly rising 30-day average of GBTC
AUM near 340,000 in Bitcoin equivalents, about 2% of total
supply. About two years ago, it accounted for 1%.

Futures and Bitcoin $10,000
Bitcoin Futures May Be a Driver to Sustain Above
$10,000. Favorable trends in Bitcoin futures trading on the
CME are supportive of the price, in our view. Representing
maturation toward the mainstream of assets, increasing
futures open interest and the steady price premium are
headwinds for volatility and tailwinds for prices.

GBTC Taking About 25% of New Supply in 2020

Rising Futures Interest and Bitcoin Maturation. The near
doubling in futures open interest toward the level when
Bitcoin topped $10,000 in 2019 indicates the rapid pace of
maturation and a tilt toward higher prices, in our view. Not
only do futures represent joining the mainstream, trading on
a U.S.-regulated exchange is a key issue, with the SEC
reluctant to approve Bitcoin ETFs. Our graphic on the next
page depicts the recent record in open interest, well above
past peaks when Bitcoin was unable to sustain above
$10,000.
Recently reaching about 50,000 Bitcoins, futures open
interest isn't a large portion of total supply, but futures are
significant as a primary gateway for the benchmark crypto to
become a mainstream asset class.

GBTC trades at a premium, which somewhat overstates the
BTC equivalents, but also emphasizes demand. The next-inline instrument is the Bitcoin Tracker One in Sweden, with
about 38,000 in Bitcoin-equivalent AUM.
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More Addresses Point to Similar for Bitcoin. The highest
level of active addresses in about two years favors a higher
Bitcoin price, if history is a guide. Reflecting greater
adoption, the 30-day average of unique addresses from
Coinmetrics has breached last year's peak. In 2019, when this
metric exceeded the previous high, it preceded Bitcoin's
recovery from the depths of a bear market. Our graphic
depicts addresses reaching the highest level since February
2018, and the relative discount in Bitcoin.

Bitcoin Futures Pulling Bitcoin Above $10,000

Bitcoin Addresses Reach Highest Since 2018

Bitcoin Futures Premium Supporting Price Rise. A
stabilizing premium in the Bitcoin futures price is supporting
the market and indicates more institutional buy-and-hold
interest. The 30-day average of the CME-traded Bitcoin
futures vs. the Bloomberg-disseminated price has recovered
from the recent dip, which bottomed above the previous
trough. Our graphic depicts futures averaging just over 1%
above the Bloomberg price (XBTUSD).
Futures Stabilizing With Premium to Bitcoin

The 2019 Bitcoin end-of-day high was $12,734, according to
Bloomberg pricing. Unless advancing addresses abruptly
reverse, history indicates Bitcoin has a propensity to
appreciate.
$8,000 Bitcoin Base - Transactions, Hash Rate. Bitcoin
adjusted transactions and the hash rate indicate a firming
foundation around $8,000. Our graphic depicts the
measures of trading and adoption generally trending higher
with Bitcoin's 52-week moving average. Transactions are at
about the same level as a year ago, when the benchmark
crypto first recovered above the $8,000 threshold. That's
now the support level, reflecting the recent high in the hash
rate, just before the reduction in mining supply, or "the
halving."

The 30-day averages of the Bitcoin price and the futures
premium/discount demonstrate similar patterns. Our graphic
auto-scales these measures. End-of-day prices can vary, but
we find the 30-day average sufficiently filters out the noise.
CME Bitcoin futures settle the CF Bitcoin Reference Rate,
which aggregates Bitcoin trading activity across major spot
exchanges.

$8,000 Resistance a Year Ago Is Now Support

On Chain Indicators & $10,000
Addresses Signal Bitcoin Set to Sustain Above $10,000
Resistance. On-chain metrics point toward a firming Bitcoin
price foundation. "Addresses used" at a two-year high
support the crypto's price above $10,000, as we see it. The
"hash rate" and transactions indicate a strengthening base of
support around $8,000.

In May, the daily amount of new Bitcoins created dropped to
about 900 from 1,800, reflected in the decline in the hash
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rate. It also represents the linear path toward reduced
supply, which leaves adoption as a primary metric for the
price outlook. A rise in addresses used indicates increasing
adoption.

Tether AUM Overtaking XRP, Ethereum Is Next

Digitization, Tether & Rising Bitcoin
Tether, Rising Bitcoin and Digitization of Money Amid
Covid-19. The rapidly increasing market capitalization of
stable coins indicates currencies are going digital and
supports the Bitcoin price. Covid-19 is hastening the shift
away from paper money and stimulating plenty of
quantitative easing, which is helping independent stores-ofvalue such as gold and Bitcoin.
We see little upside in the ETH price absent a rising tide from
Bitcoin. The pre-eminent crypto is breaking away from the
pack in terms of adoption and is supported by almost-ideal
macroeconomic conditions for stores-of-value amid
quantitative easing. Tether is in a similar position.

Bitcoin Appreciation Tethered to Stable Coins. Surging
interest in crypto assets tracking a stable currency is an
enduring trend and a support for the Bitcoin price, in our
view. At over $10 billion in May, vs. about $4 billion a year
ago according to Grayscale, interest in digital links to the
dollar represents the need to transact and store value in the
world's reserve currency without an intermediary. We can't
help but draw parallels to the adoption of paper currencies
throughout history as the world today moves rapidly toward
digitization. Bitcoin is the benchmark crypto asset and is
increasingly becoming a digital version of gold. Akin to the
metal, the first-born crypto is independent and no one's
liability.

Strengthening Dollar Supports Stable Coins. The
advancing dollar will fuel demand for the Tether stable coin,
in our view. In terms of gold and Bitcoin, the dollar is
depreciating, but it's going in the other direction vs. most
other currencies. The greenback appears best positioned as
global currency values recede, with all facing unlimited
supply. Tether and stable coins are gaining traction as
vehicles for dollar exposure without intermediaries and for
transferring value among the numerous highly speculative
and volatile crypto assets.

Bitcoin's Upward Trajectory With Tether AUM

Tether Adoption On the Rise With the Dollar

Our graphic depicts the close relationship with assets
tracking Tether, which accounts for about 90% of stable-coin
assets and the price of Bitcoin.
In a similar spot with advancing Tether assets, Bitcoin is
winning the adoption race as the gold-like store-of-value. We
see little to dethrone either crypto.

Tether on Track to Be No. 2 Behind Bitcoin. Absent an
unlikely reversal in predominant crypto trends, it should be a
matter of time until Tether passes Ethereum to take the No. 2
spot in total assets behind Bitcoin. Benefiting from
widespread adoption with a viable case as a proxy for the
world's reserve currency, there seems little to stop the
increasing adoption of the dollar-linked stable coin. Our
graphic depicts advancing Tether assets near $9 billion and
looking up to Ethereum (ETH), which has stabilized at about
$22 billion.
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Bitcoin Set to Stay the Outperformance Course

Covid-19 May Give Libra Life, Spur Fed's Digital Currency
Spirit. Contributing Analysts Ben Elliott (Government)
Covid-19 may highlight vulnerabilities in cash-based
transactions and markets built on outdated technology,
driving the Fed to reconsider issuing a digital currency,
giving Facebook's Libra new life and prompting mortgage
lenders like Wells Fargo, Truist and U.S. Bank to seek tech
upgrades. A Fed digital currency or payments app may
undercut banks' efforts.

{CRYP} Page on the Bloomberg Terminal (4pm NY, June 2)
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Market Access data on BI COMD
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